Aaj Tak announces 6th Edition of “Agenda Aaj Tak”
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INVC NEWS New Delhi Aaj Tak, the nation’s undisputed leader in news for 17 years, presents the 6th
Edition of the award winning annual event ‘Agenda Aaj Tak '. The two day conclave is scheduled for the 1st
and 2nd of December in New Delhi and will feature the most powerful voices debating on issues
dominating the Hindi heartland's mindspace. The greatest minds and leaders across various ﬁelds will set
the mood for the sessions. With an impressive line-up of the most distinguished stalwarts coming together,
the two day conclave will prove to be deﬁning in more ways than one. Aaj Tak takes the lead in shaping
the way forward by bringing all key stakeholders on one platform. Aaj Tak has proven time and again that
when there is any news of national signiﬁcance, the nation tunes into only Aaj Tak and trusts it like none
other to stay abreast with the latest developments and impact. With the pioneering initiative of Agenda Aaj
Tak, the channel will once again get the leaders together to update the viewers on the nation’s agenda.
The invited distinguished list of speakers includes personalities from politics - Amit Shah, Yogi Adityanath,
Smriti Irani, Nitish Kumar, Captain Amarinder Singh, Ravi Shankar Prasad, Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi,
Dharmendra Pradhan, Mohammed Salim, Asaduddin Owaisi, Sachin Pilot, Farooq Abdullah, and others,
from Bollywood – Dharmendra, Badshah, Vidya Balan, Anuradha Paudwal, Kapil Sharma etc. from sports Sourav Ganguly, Harbhajan Singh, V V S Laxman and many more. This year Agenda Aaj Tak will tap into
the most burning questions facing this nation and will dissect complicated issues on the national agenda.
In the light of excitement around Gujarat Elections, Agenda Aaj Tak, for the very ﬁrst time, is also
introducing one more set from Ahmedabad. Prominent political leaders like Amit Shah among other guests
and audience will go live from Ahmedabad and interact with audience in Delhi. For the ﬁrst time ever,
viewers are invited to set the agenda with the leaders this year, “Call 8550900030 aur tay kariye desh ka
agenda diggajo ke sath”. We are providing you the platform to set the agenda of the nation where thought
leaders will discuss the issues set by you. Bringing to fore, India’s big agenda, people's priority is just a call
away. So dial in and leave your thoughts with Aaj tak.
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